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Procurement in Health is a complex
environment and the Caliba team are well
experienced in various strategies. The
provision of relevant benchmarks to many
products allows valuable insight into value
for money scenarios….

“
”- Procurement Manager, 

NSW Hospital District

The Biomedical Equipment procurement project was

one of the States largest ever procurement 

processes, in Facilities and Maintenance, involving 

hundreds of suppliers, clinicians, senior executives 

and thousands of products.

Caliba ran the end to end procurement process on 

behalf of the client, over an 18 month period, from 

initial whiteboard design all the way to 

implementation.

The establishment of significant long term multi-site 

contracts and the important buy-in from individual 

site stakeholders, were the stand out achievements 

of the project.

Finally, as part of the comprehensive 

implementation, Caliba also developed the  ‘Buyers 

Guide’ to facilitate ease of use of each of the 

contracts across each public hospital site.



Comprehensive contracts for use by all Hospitals 

A major benefit of the project was
the development of universal
supplier contracts for all equipment
and all suppliers that could be picked
up and used by every Hospital in the
State.

Previously Hospitals consistently
duplicated effort and there was no
visibility of procurement activity and
zero collaborative working. Post
contract award all Hospitals had

visibility of price, volumes and
activity and could join forces to gain
volume discounts.

The State was also able to start to
implement State wide strategies for
specific pieces of equipment, such
as Ultrasound , to enable improved
maintenance and training
programmes.

“Everyone now
uses universal
T&Cs and can 
collaborate on 

pricing ”



Project covered 8 category groups

Clinical Equipment

“ The project
covered 1000s of 

products all under a 
single Master 

contract”

Laboratory Equipment Surgical Equipment Infrastructure Plant

Beds, Chairs Tables Medical ImagingSterilisation Equipment Ambulance Equipment

Each category had multiple sub
categories, that allowed the end users to
search the contract to find the specific
piece of equipment, under a logical
hierarchy structure which significantly
reduced effort.

116
Suppliers

Contracted



Please contact our team today to organise a consultation with one of our 
Pharmacy cost reduction experts. Our experienced team will work with you to 

quickly identify practical cost reduction opportunities. 

Contact us

+61 1300 225 422 (1300 CALIBA)

Australia Office

Level 3, 82 Eagle Street, Brisbane Qld 
4000

info@calibagroup.com www.calibagroup.com


